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Abstract—Exploration of high risk terrain areas such as cliff
faces and site construction operations by autonomous robotic
systems on Mars requires a control architecture that is able to
autonomously adapt to uncertainties in knowledge of the environment. We report on the development of a software/hardware
framework for cooperating multiple robots performing such
tightly coordinated tasks. This work builds on our earlier research
into autonomous planetary rovers and robot arms. Here, we seek
to closely coordinate the mobility and manipulation of multiple
robots to perform examples of a cliff traverse for science data
acquisition, and site construction operations including grasping,
hoisting, and transport of extended objects such as large array
sensors over natural, unpredictable terrain. In support of this
work we have developed an enabling distributed control architecture called control architecture for multirobot planetary outposts
(CAMPOUT) wherein integrated multirobot mobility and control
mechanisms are derived as group compositions and coordination
of more basic behaviors under a task-level multiagent planner.
CAMPOUT includes the necessary group behaviors and communication mechanisms for coordinated/cooperative control
of heterogeneous robotic platforms. In this paper, we describe
CAMPOUT, and its application to ongoing physical experiments
with multirobot systems at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory in
Pasadena, CA, for exploration of cliff faces and deployment of
extended payloads.
Index Terms—Distributed control architecture, multiple mobile
robots, robot outposts, tight coordination.

I. INTRODUCTION

F

UTURE robotic exploration of Mars will likely entail
cooperative activity of multiple robots such as those described in [1] and examples shown in Fig. 1. Fig. 1(a) shows the
possible water outflow zones at the tops of cliffs on Mars, and
a robotic outpost concept drawing in Fig. 1(d), along with JPL
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Fig. 1. Mars exploration environments and JPL technology prototypes. (a)
Mars cliff-face with evidence of water outflows. (b) Technology concept
cliff-bot ensemble. (c) Artist concept of Mars robotic outpost. (d) Technology
concept robotic work crew.

technology prototype systems for these environments. These
missions include the use of multiple, heterogeneous, mobile
robotic platforms for surface exploration and infrastructure
deployment. A high degree of autonomy is necessary, since
the delays of the long communication path to Mars limit the
amount of teleoperation that is possible. The cooperating robots
will work as “teams” of coordinated intelligent agents, carrying
out site preparations, site maintenance functions, and remote
science investigations, eventually in partnership with human
cohabitants of such planetary outposts. We have developed a
control architecture for such teams, called control architecture
for multirobot planetary outposts (CAMPOUT). We have
validated this architecture through the development and field
experimentation with such robotic system concepts, building
on prior JPL work in autonomous planetary rovers and robots,
e.g., our recent development of the MarsArm, LSR, SRR, and
FIDO platforms [2]–[6].
The main motivation for our work, taken from previous
studies of robotic requirements for Mars robotic outposts [43],
is that increased levels of autonomy and more generalized payload handling capabilities than have been reported to date will
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be needed for habitat construction and surface infrastructure
support on planetary surfaces. The applications challenge is
further exacerbated by the unstructured nature of the planetary
surface environment (often unpredictable with respect to both
character of perceptual artifacts and poorly modeled nature
of vehicle-surface interactions), and the extended duration
and changing goals/priorities of such missions. A generalized
behavior-based control appears to offer a practical level of
flexibility, autonomy, and computational economy [42], [52]
for preliminary design of such space-targeted technologies and
systems.
Our research focuses on multirobot cooperation for tasks that
inherently require tight coordination under strict physical constraints. Such tightly coupled coordination tasks are characterized by constraints imposed on the activities of one robot as a
function of the state of others. Most work on multirobot systems
has to date been limited to tasks such as collective estimation
[8], [9] (e.g., mapping and localization) cooperative foraging
[10]–[13], [46], and cooperative box pushing [14]–[16], where
tight coordination of the activities of the robots is not required.
Collective estimation and foraging tasks can be performed independently by each robot and usually do not require a tight coordination of activities. Cooperative box pushing requires tighter
cooperation but can be accomplished by turn-taking schemes
where each robot can alternate in pushing one end of the box
toward a goal. But since the box rests on a surface, the activities
of the robots do not need to be closely orchestrated simultaneously.
Recently, robotics researchers have investigated transportation of large extended objects using autonomous cooperating
or coordinated multiple robots (wherein the latter term, coordinated, infers tight coupling of the physical platforms’ kinematics and dynamical parameters) [17]–[31], [57], [61]. Compliant control for multiple mobile robots is very different from
that of a single mobile robot. First, the compliance frame is implicitly time varying, and second, the environment is not static
because the contact occurs or is maintained while all robots are
in motion. In general, we note that many approaches reported
for cooperative robot motion do not generalize; they may not
consider activity within a natural terrain, versus an idealized
environment (lab floor), and/or fail to maintain an explicit continuous closed loop coordination of joint robot activities under
physical constraints (rather, using time-sequenced, iterative actions of the independent robots to partially address global task
constraints). Activities may be cooperative in a spatial sense, but
not necessarily coordinated below a strategic level as to platform
kinematics and inertial/dynamical interactions.
The tasks of cooperative mobile object grasping, manipulation, and handling [17]–[31], [57], [61] (e.g., lifting and carrying, not pushing, a piano up the stairs), or tethered cliff descent [54], [55] require tight and simultaneous (vs. turn-taking)
coordination of each robot in order to maintain grip of the object while manipulating/handling it or stability of the robot on
the cliff face. State of the art is currently limited to indoor lab
demonstrations on a level floor (with the exceptions of [22],
[30], [31]) often using omni-directional mobile manipulators
with multiple degrees of freedom.
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Vinay et al. [29] presented simulation results of two mobile
robots transporting a long object using Lagrange techniques to
develop a state space model for two wheeled mobile robots
compliantly coupled to a common payload. Hisashi et al. [22]
also presented simulation and experimental results of two cooperative mobile manipulators transporting a payload on uneven
ground. In the reported experiments, the robots and the payload
consisted of three moving tables driven by ball screws. Simple
joint position control laws are employed to accomplish compliant control between the mobile manipulators without the need
for explicit communication. Hara et al. [21] presented a cooperative transportation control scheme for two quadruped robots
transporting a long payload. A decentralized control scheme is
developed based on a “leader-follower.” Wang et al. [62] presented a system called behavior-based multiple robot system
with host for object manipulation (BeRoSH) in which the collection of homogeneous robots operate under the control of a
managing robot. The managing robot generates goals for the
other team members, who then use a form closure concept to
build their local goals and behavior mechanism.
Khatib et al. [17], [18] proposed a somewhat more general
decentralized cooperative control algorithm for multiple mobile
manipulators using an augmented object and a virtual linkage
model. The augmented object is used to describe the system’s
closed chain dynamics. The virtual link model is used to characterize and synthesis control laws for internal forces in a multiarm systems. However, the algorithm requires an explicit and
not always realistically achieved communication between the
platforms.
Robot control architectures can be broadly characterized as
deliberative (based on planning), reactive (tight coupling between sensing and actuation), or a hybrid blend of the two [32].
Behavior-based systems approach autonomy from the standpoint of collections of behaviors [60]. Such systems were introduced by Brooks [33] and further extended by Arkin [11],
Parker [16], and Mataric [13] among others. The autonomous
robot architecture (AuRA) [36], Atlantis [41], and the plannerreactor architecture [59] are some examples of hybrid control
systems. The wide range of possible behaviors that are needed
for a planetary rover obviates the need for an action selection
mechanism (ASM) to provide the correct behavior for any given
situation. Comprehensive reviews of behavior coordination (or
action selection) mechanisms can be found in Arkin [60] and
Pirjanian [39]. Recent work of Pirjanian and Mataric [39], [40]
using multiple objective decision making (MODM) provides
formal tools for generating strategies that can guarantee an appropriate trade-off between the optimal solutions, which are
possibly not reachable in a planetary surface environment, and
Pareto optimal or satisficing (“good enough”) solutions.
Behavior coordination in multirobot systems has received
relatively little attention. One approach proposed in [14] uses
inhibition and suppression across a network of heterogeneous
robots augmented with motivational behaviors that can trigger
behavior invocation based on some internal parameters that
measure progress. A similar approach was proposed in the
AYLLU architecture [56], which uses port arbitration as the
main mechanism for multirobot behavior coordination. Both of
these approaches can be viewed as the extension of subsump-
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tive-style arbitration to multirobot coordination. Recently, work
in progress is investigating the extension of the 3T architecture
to multirobot coordination [51]. The above approaches as
well as most multirobot architectures including ACTRESS,
GOFER, SWARM, [48]–[50] are mostly limited to execution
of tasks that are either independent/parallel or loosely coupled,
turn-taking tasks. A comprehensive review can be found in
[45].
In this paper, we describe the underlying basis and implementation of CAMPOUT [30], [31], and physical experimentation to date with two rovers grasping, hoisting, and carrying a
model payload over natural terrain and a cliff descent involving
three agents. Such tasks involve a collection of heterogeneous
robotic platforms, under frequently varying control and communications protocols due to the wide range of tasks (some unforeseeable) that they will be required to do. The control architecture must therefore not be a “point design,” but rather, extensible
and expandable. Tasks may include not only site preparation and
maintenance functions, but also support of science goals (instrument deployments, sample transport, in-field rendezvous, etc.).
Sections II and III give an overview of the control architecture.
Section IV gives the details of the experimental studies, and we
conclude with Section V.

II. CAMPOUT
CAMPOUT (shown in Fig. 2) is a distributed control architecture based on a multiagent behavior-based methodology,
wherein higher-level functionality is composed by coordination
of more basic behaviors under the downward task decomposition of a multiagent planner. CAMPOUT provides the
infrastructure, tools, and guidelines that consolidate a number
of diverse techniques to allow the efficient use and integration
of these components for meaningful interaction and operation.
This is facilitated through a few elementary architectural mechanisms for behavior representation, behavior composition, and
behavior and group coordination, and the interfaces between
these. These mechanisms and a framework with guidelines for
describing systems define the core of CAMPOUT. CAMPOUT
is thus extensible and scales freely with regard to behavioral
mechanisms and protocols it can host and fuse, remappable
inter-robot communications it can support, and the overall
ability to functionally integrate heterogeneous, multipurpose
platforms.
A. Behavior Representation
In our architectural methodology we formalize a behavior, ,
, that relates each percept
as a mapping,
and action
pair,
, to a prefersequence
ence value that reflects the action’s desirability. The percept describes possible (processed or raw) sensory input and the N-dimensional action space is defined to be a finite set of alternative
actions. The described mapping assigns to each action
a continuous valued preference, where the most desired actions
are assigned 1, and undesired actions are assigned 0 from that
behaviors point of view. In CAMPOUT this representation is
implemented using finite state machines (format used for NASA

Fig. 2. Schematic overview of CAMPOUT and its hierarchical organization
in terms of primitive behaviors, composite behaviors built from primitive
behaviors and group behaviors that are composed from coordination of
behaviors across multiple robots. Implicit communication is enabled through
the shadow behaviors. Each robot runs an instance of this architecture and
coordinates activities through group behaviors, which is facilitated through the
communications behaviors.

rover missions) in order to maintain access to internal state information.
B. Behavior Composition
Behavior composition refers to the mechanisms used for
building higher-level behaviors by combining lower-level ones.
A major issue in the design of behavior-based control systems
is the formulation of effective mechanisms for coordination of
the behaviors’ activities into strategies for rational and coherent
behavior. Behavior coordination mechanisms (BCMs) manage
the activities of lower-level behaviors within the context of
a high-level behavior’s task and objectives. For a detailed
overview, discussion, and comparison of behavior coordination
mechanisms see [32].
C. Behavior Coordination Mechanisms
If behaviors are viewed as operands, then BCMs are the operators used to combine behaviors into higher-level behaviors. In
this section we describe the BCMs that are used in CAMPOUT
for behavior composition. BCMs can be divided into two complementary classes: arbitration and command fusion.
Arbitration mechanisms select one behavior, from a group
of competing ones, and give it ultimate control of the system
(the robot) until the next selection cycle. This approach is suitable for arbitrating between the set of active behaviors in accord with the system’s changing objectives and requirements
under varying conditions. It can focus the use of scarce system
resources (sensory, computational, etc.) on tasks that are considered to be relevant. CAMPOUT implements priority-based
arbitration, where behaviors with higher priorities are allowed
to suppress the output of behaviors with lower priorities; and
state-based arbitration which is based on the discrete event systems (DES) formalism [34], and is suitable for behavior sequencing.
Command fusion mechanisms combine recommendations
from multiple behaviors to form a control action that represents
their consensus. This approach provides for a coordination
scheme that allows all behaviors to simultaneously contribute
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to the control of the system in a cooperative rather than a competitive manner, which makes them suitable for tightly coupled
tasks that require spatio-temporal coordination of activities.
CAMPOUT uses the following command fusion mechanisms:
• voting techniques that interpret the output of each behavior as votes for or against possible actions and the action with the maximum weighted sum of votes is selected
(DAMN-style [35] voting algorithm based on BISMARC
[44], [47], [58]);
• fuzzy command fusion mechanisms (see [37], [38]) that
use fuzzy logic and inference to formalize the action selection processes;
• multiple objective behavior fusion mechanisms that select
an action with the best trade-off between the task objectives and which satisfies the behavioral objectives as much
as possible based on multiple objective decision theory
[39].
D. Group Coordination
In order to cooperate and collectively contribute to a common
task, the robots must cooperate and coordinate their activities.
Behavior coordination is basically concerned with resolving or
managing conflicts between mutually exclusive alternatives and
between behavioral objectives. Group coordination in CAMPOUT is treated as the coordination of multiple distributed behaviors, across a network of robots, where more than one decision maker is present. In order to support this view, BCMs are
extended to support multi-robot coordination, as was done by
Pirjanian and Mataric [52].
E. Communication Behaviors
In order to facilitate a group of robots to coordinate their activities and cooperate toward the accomplishment of a common
task, they may be required to communicate in order to share resources (e.g., sensors or actuators), exchange information (e.g.,
state, percepts), synchronize their activities, etc. The behaviors
and hence the robots can communicate implicitly by interaction
through the environment or using sensory feedback, or explicitly through direct communication. Communication is not necessarily limited to explicit exchange of information via some
sort of a data link, but can also include visual, auditory, tactile,
and other types of communication. For instance a robot can determine the relative position of another robot using cameras. Alternatively, the other robot could explicitly transmit its position
within a global coordinate system.
Currently, CAMPOUT uses UNIX-style sockets for communication. The communications facilities consist of the following
core functions.
• Synchronization: Two main functions signal (destination, sig) and wait (source, sig) are used to send and wait
for a signal to and from a given robot. This pair constitutes the facilities for synchronizing the activities of robots
and/or behaviors.
• Data exchange: SendEvent (destination, event) and
GetEvent (source, event) are used to send and receive an
event structure to and from a particular robot. The event
structure can contain arbitrary data packages as contracted
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between the sender (source) and receiver (destination).
For instance, it can be used to transmit a percept or raw
sensor data from one robot to the other etc. For example,
robot 2 will be able to have a behavior that is being fed
by the position of robot 1 (to, e.g., follow it).
• Behavior exchange: SendObjective (destination, objective) and GetObjective (source, objective) are used to send
and receive objective functions (multivalued behavior outputs) to and from a robot. Using these functions one can
form a network of behaviors across a distributed group of
robots.
III. COORDINATED OBJECT TRANSPORTATION
There are numerous challenges in a prototypical task such as
an autonomous PV tent deployment on a planetary surface [7],
including the cooperative manipulative acquisition of extended
objects from a container storage depot, the cooperative transport
of such a container to the power array construction site, and the
physical deployment of the container into the array. We will use
this task as an example in order to illustrate the types of behaviors needed, behavior composition mechanism, and the implementation under CAMPOUT. The main robotics requirements
for this task include coordinated grasping and navigation over
open terrain by two or more cooperating robots. Navigation over
unconstrained terrain will prove to be a significant challenge,
especially with Mars-like rovers with severe holonomic constraints. In addition, there must be accurate localization of the
robots as the PV tent containers are unloaded from a container
storage unit (CSU) and delivered to the site, since damage to the
solar tents could otherwise occur. The coordinated transport task
in open, uneven terrain requires a tightly-coupled, close coordination of the activities of the two robots. This is accomplished
by some 20 behaviors, organized in a hierarchy as shown in
Fig. 3.
There are two main group behaviors used in CAMPOUT for
this task. Assume formation and approach target. The assume
formation group behavior is used to turn the formation to face
the deployment target area and is invoked each time the heading
error relative to the target is larger than a preset threshold (5 in
our experimental studies). The approach target group behavior
uses a visual target finding algorithm based on color-segmentation to localize the rovers for heading adjustments during the
traverse step in the sequence.
Key to these group behaviors is the notion of compliance
by implicit communication through the shared container (position of other rover can be inferred using shadow behaviors
tied to sensing of the payload carried by the two rovers) and
explicit communication through communication behaviors for
distributed resource sharing. The compliance behaviors assure
safe handling of the container during turn and carry operations
by constraining and adjusting the movements of the two rovers.
Note in Fig. 3 that we distinguish between some of the behaviors as belonging to the leader and some to the follower.
This is due to the fact that the rovers have heterogeneous capabilities; the lead rover (SRR) has color stereo cameras on an
actuated mast that can be used for target detection and tracking
(see Fig. 4). This capability is used by the face target behavior
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Fig. 3. Behavior hierarchy describing the coordinated transport task. Bubbles represent single robot behaviors and boxes represent group behaviors. The hierarchy
shows how the behaviors are composed from lower-level behaviors.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 4. Transport formations for the robot work crew (SRR in foreground
and SRR2K in background). (a) Column formation for transport and obstacle
avoidance. (b) Row formation for precision placement.

to align the robots to the deployment area. The follower rover
(SRR2K) does not posses this capability and can not achieve
the goal of facing the target on its own, instead using shadow
behaviors to retrieve target information from SRR. In the current implementation, the roles of the rovers are preassigned as
opposed to being dynamically determined through some negotiation or task allocation mechanism.
The assume formation group behavior is invoked to configure
the two robots into a given formation, defined by the relative
angle between them and the relative angle toward the target.
The face target behavior provides the angle to the target and
the turn group behavior reconfigures the formation to a desired
one. Two constraints make this a challenging task. First, transformation between the current and target formations must ensure that the container is handled safely, i.e., the distance between the robots should always remain within some tolerance
margin (typically about 1 cm in our setup). A set of compliance behaviors monitor the state of the load and constrain the
movement of the rovers to guarantee this requirement. Second,
it is required that the container does not collide with the mast
on the lead rover (see Fig. 4), which could lead to damaging the
mast, the gripper/gimbal or the container, and/or dropping the
container. This constraint is satisfied by group movement that
alternates between the lead rover turning to minimize the difference between its current and desired headings subject to a

constraining safety zone about the mast, followed by the other
rover pivoting to minimize the error in the formation angle.
The approach target group behavior’s objective is to safely
carry the container toward the deployment area. It is composed
of two main group behaviors carry and turn (see Fig. 3). The
main challenge of this behavior is to prevent the container from
falling, which is achieved by active compliance. The compliance behaviors consist of center load and comply composite behaviors, which must comply to any external and internal disturbances caused by the rovers or the uneven terrain.
The center load behavior is activated when the force in
the gripper/gimbal on either of the rovers exceeds a specified
threshold. The corrective procedure is for each rover to center
the load with respect to the center of its gripper/gimbal. The
misalignment is illustrated by the arrows in Fig. 5. In the
corrective procedure, the lead rover performs its correction
while the follow rover waits. When the lead rover has completed its correction, the rovers reverse roles and the follow
rover performs its correction. This is done with the four step
procedure of synchronization to halt both rovers, alignment of
the lead rover along the axis of the payload, driving by the lead
rover along this axis, and finally the same axis alignment and
driving by the follow rover.
At the lowest level, the comply behavior performs coordinated turns and straight-line formation motion of the rover pair
with minimal explicit communication between the rovers. Utilizing the gripper/gimbal sensory information and the known
physical constraint between the rovers imposed by the shared
payload container, each rover can partially estimate its physical relationship with respect to the other rover. Using this information and knowing its role in achieving the current goal
(turn or move in formation in a straight line), each rover can operate independently until the terminal condition indicating goal
achievement or an exception condition occurs.
In coordinated formation driving, the rovers attempt to drive
in a straight line. Each rover attempts to maintain its orientation with respect to the container (and so its orientation with respect to the other rover) using local sensory data from its gimbal.
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Fig. 5. Misalignment of payload in gripper/gimbal prior to invocation of center
load behavior. The ideal alignment would have all of the arrows in line.

Depending on the formation (column, row or something in between), each rover uses its speed and its heading to compensate
for deviations from the formation and for force build-up (compression or extension) of the container. The terminal condition
for this activity is the achievement of the distance traversed as
determined by the approach target group behavior (see Fig. 3).
The center load and approach target group behaviors guarantee
that the team will arrive at the predicted world position with a
known configuration despite environmental factors such as imperfect sensors, wheel slippage, and other factors. Thresholds
on force and formation angle error trigger exceptions that abort
the activity.
The PD controllers defined for the comply behavior for each
agent in the team independently achieve their respective goals
but when implemented simultaneously will result in conflicting
speed and heading corrections. To resolve these conflicts, we
combined the outputs of each of the PD controllers into a single
function using a weighting scheme to compute the desired speed
and heading corrections for each rover. Further details can be
found in [53].
IV. EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES
We have selected a PV tent deployment scenario as our first
experimental test-bed for CAMPOUT (see Fig. 6). A study was
done by Colozza on the viability of a PV tent array for the power
needs of a human habitat on Mars [7]. The individual containers
of the PV tent elements are 5 m in length, so it would be difficult
for a single mobile platform to manipulate and transport one to
a deployment site. A four phase process for the deployment of a
single PV tent by two rovers is shown in Fig. 6. The four phases
are as follows:
1) clear the CSU in preparation for a turn;
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Fig. 6. Four step sequence for a PV tent array deployment. (a) Unload
container from container storage unit (CSU). (b) Traverse to the deployment
site; (c) Position and open the container. (d) Deploy the PV tent. PV tent
storage container is 5 m in length and is not well handled by a single robot.

2) traverse to a staging area;
3) survey the deployment area for a clear site;
4) traverse to docking site.
The two main behaviors required for these four phases are assume transport formation, a group behavior that autonomously
guides the two rovers into a specific formation such as row
(side-by-side) or column (leader-follower) as shown in Fig. 4,
and coordinated transport, a group behavior that autonomously
controls the system during any traversal.
Our studies, the past two years, have concentrated on Steps 1
and 2, the unloading and traverse to the deployment site [shown
in Fig. 1(d)] [31], [53]. The tightly coupled multirobot system
depicted in Fig. 4 is composed of two rovers with independent
all-wheel drive and steering. The two rovers are mechanically
coupled through a 2.5 m long hollow beam with a 0.25 m by
0.25 m square cross-section (half-size mockup of a PV tent).
This payload is held at its ends by the rovers with four degree-of-freedom (DOF) passive compliant gimbals (see Fig. 7).
The gimbals are mounted to the top of the rovers at a point along
the centerline of their turn-in-place rotation. This allows each
rover to turn in place under ideal conditions without affecting
the payload position. The four potentiometer-instrumented DOF
of the gimbals are pitch, yaw, roll, and sliding along the longitudinal axis of the payload. The pitch and yaw DOF have springs
that return the gimbals to the vertical positions. The slider allows translation of the beam within its grippers of plus or minus
0.02 meters. Force and torque in the gimbals can also be sensed
using a 6 DOF force/torque sensor mounted at the base of the
gimbals.
The average results of the first experimental studies with ten
runs of the system using the control structure shown in Fig. 3
demonstrated
1) 40–50 meter autonomous traverses of outdoor irregular terrain (maximal slope of 9 ) by two rovers
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Fig. 7. Compliant gimbal instrumented with position, angle, and force
feedback sensors used to hold and sense the container.

velocities onto the tether vectors. However, there are a number
of failure modes that are not handled by this approach. These
include the possible lack of torque mode, where the velocity of
the cliff-bot is zero, and would remain zero unless otherwise assisted. CAMPOUT facilitates distributed control and estimation
through access to data that is distributed across the robots in the
shadow behaviors (relative positions of robots can be inferred
due to tether configuration).
Ten successful experiments were conducted on the mesa
north of JPL on natural, challenging hill-sides [see Fig. 1(b)].
The experiments demonstrated way-point navigation to designated science targets on slopes
over distances of 10-15
meters (distance as limited by physical site access restrictions).
The “anchor-bots” worked under a collective estimation and
distributed control with the descending “cliff-bot” to enable a
robust, fault-free traverse in arbitrary directions.
V. CONCLUSION

Fig. 8. A subset of the behavior network for collective cliff-descent
illustrating the sub-system for controlling the velocity of anchor-bot1. The
arrows represent data links between local blocks as well as remote components
(behaviors, sensors, actuators) thus spanning a behavior network across the
team of robots.

(SRR/SRR2k) in the tightly coupled transport of an
extended container:
2) autonomous approach to the CSU and coordinated
grasping of the payload container in outdoor irregular terrain (maximal slope of 2 ) by two rovers
(SRR/SRR2K);
3) autonomous change of formation by two rovers carrying
an extended container under compliant control;
4) continuous, autonomous visual guidance to a designated
; and
deployment site from 50 m, with a heading error
by use of a visual template.
a distance error
Our second experimental study used CAMPOUT to build a
distributed behavior network with an active agent (cliff-bot)
traversing a cliff face through collective way point navigation
while being stabilized with tethers from two other active agents
(anchor-bots) at the top of the cliff [shown in Fig. 1(b)] [54].
The behavior network for one of the anchored agents is shown
in Fig. 8. The four main behaviors in the network are maintain
tension used to keep a constant tension on the tethers, match
velocity used to coordinate the velocity of the active agent on
the cliff face with the tether playout, stability used to minimize
the possibility of tip-over by the active agent, and haul used
to put tension on the tethers if the active agent doesn’t have
enough torque when it first starts to move. These behaviors are
fused using priority weighting, with stability having the highest
priority.
In theory, the coordination of the velocities of anchor-bots
with the cliff-bot boils down to a straight-forward projection of

We have presented a control architecture called CAMPOUT
for the system level coordination of multiple mobile robots. The
design is three-layer, with a behavior-based middle layer. The
lowest level in CAMPOUT is built using legacy device drivers
from previous rover tasks such as SRR and FIDO [3]–[5]. In
our two experimental testbed scenarios of autonomous robotic
grasping and transport of extended payloads over irregular natural terrain and way point navigation on steeply sloped cliff
faces, the capabilities of CAMPOUT for distributed multiagent
control were successfully demonstrated. CAMPOUT enabled
autonomous traversals of up to 50 meters over uneven terrain
by a team of two rovers transporting an extended payload using
nonactuated grippers. It also enabled a team of three rovers (two
anchored, one active) to traverse to given waypoints on cliff
faces of up to 70 slopes. Based on these experimental studies,
CAMPOUT has demonstrated the necessary capabilities of autonomous, distributed control that are key to the next generation
of NASA missions, including multiagent inspection and maintenance of the International Space Station and the L2 next generation telescope. During the next fiscal year we will concentrate on
the addition of planning and scheduling capabilities into CAMPOUT and further field experimentation.
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